
Secret Code Challenge

I think most of you at this point will probably have some idea about what the secret code is. I bet you already guessed the 

letters this week before looking them up! Let’s recap, your first language was Italian, and the secret code letter was I. Your 

next two languages were Maori and Icelandic, so your secret code letters were M and I. Then last week your languages were 

*drumroll* Spanish             and Swedish             ! So your code letters from last week are S and S. Hmm…I do wonder what this 

week’s next letters could possibly be!  

everyone for yet another week successfully completed! Take a moment here to acknowledge all of your hard work and 

to celebrate the fact that you are sitting here reading this letter and therefore committing to yet another week of home 

learning. You are making a choice to not allow circumstances out of your control to disrupt your learning and for this you and 

everyone helping you at home deserves a big pat on the back! Go on give each other a pat on the back! Thank you to everyone who 

sent me their assessed piece of work last week. I am absolutely amazed at how well you have all been progressing within our 

fractions topic, but I am even more amazed by your dedication and motivation to try. I have been hearing wonderful things from 

people at home about how independent you are all being in your learning, how hard you are working and how much time and effort 

you are putting into your home learning tasks each week. All I can say is You are a special bunch of 

inspiring young people and I can’t wait to see all the incredible things you will continue to do in your lives. I know as we head 

towards the end of term it can start to feel even harder to read through that home learning grid and crack on with those 

Education City tasks, but the finish line is in sight! We only have a couple more weeks left of our school learning and the last 

week of term is just going to be all about fun activities and challenges! Then do you know what comes after that….

! So if you can bear it, hang in there for a few more weeks – we’ve almost made it!  

This Week’s Home Learning: 

- Literacy: Spelling/Reading/Novel Study/Education City Grammar: brackets, dashes, commas (assessed piece of work) 

- Maths: Sumdog Times Table Challenge/Adding & Subtracting Fractions (due 19.06.20 – 2 weeks’ worth) 

- Health and Wellbeing: Time Capsule Project/Kidz Bop Dance /Partner Yoga Story/Gratitude Meditation 

- Science: Cells (New Learning & Education City Tasks)  

- Music: Ancient Greek Musical Myths: Pop/Rap Genre 

- Art: Shaving Foam/Oil Marbling Art  

- Languages: Linguascope  

If you can stretch your brains back to WB: May 4th, I spoke to you all about . We thought a little bit about what it 

means to be grateful and what things we now realise we take for granted in our normal lives. It is often the case that we only 

realise what we have as soon as we no longer have it and a lot of us experienced this through lock down. We suddenly realised 

how much we take for granted the simple things such as being able to go to a friend’s house or coming to school every day! We 

realised how lucky we were, and we made promises to ourselves that from now on we will appreciate everything a little bit more. 

So this week, I want us to think again about gratitude but instead of focussing on what we have taken for granted and are 

grateful for in our normal lives, let’s think a little bit about . 

Because even though there are things to be sad about, there are also so many things to celebrate. If  lockdown has taught us 

anything, it is that sometimes we spend too much time thinking about what we don’t have and don’t appreciate all the wonderful 

things we do have sitting right under our noses. Imagine if someone else was looking through a window at your life right now, 

what would they see? I think they would see a lot of and . They would see lots of people around you looking after you, 

cooking for you, doing your washing, reading with you, spending time with you, playing outside with you, hugging you. Perhaps they 

would see a closet full of clean clothes, games/electronics/art supplies/sports equipment. They might see a comfy bed, a tv or a 

back garden. So this week we’re going to focus on a special to help us transform our negative thoughts 

into positive affirmations. Remember a mantra/affirmation is just something we say either out loud or in our heads. Any time 

you catch yourself feeling a negative emotion this week (sadness, anger etc.) I want you to first acknowledge this feeling and 

remind yourself that . Then, I want you to change this negative into a positive. For example: 

“I miss my friends so much, it’s been so long since I’ve seen them”. Sit with yourself for a and accept that it is 

okay to feel this way. Then out loud transform this into a positive, “I am so lucky to have good friends that I miss, I will see 

them again soon and I can call/face time them for now”. Here’s my one: 

. Let’s transform this: 

 

 

          

 


